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a b s t r a c t
Energy parity games are infinite two-player turn-based games played on weighted graphs.
The objective of the game combines a (qualitative) parity condition with the (quantitative)
requirement that the sum of the weights (i.e., the level of energy in the game) must remain
positive. Beside their own interest in the design and synthesis of resource-constrained
omega-regular specifications, energy parity games provide one of the simplest model of
games with combined qualitative and quantitative objectives. Our main results are as
follows: (a) exponential memory is sufficient and may be necessary for winning strategies
in energy parity games; (b) the problem of deciding the winner in energy parity games
can be solved in NP ∩ coNP; and (c) we give an algorithm to solve energy parity by
reduction to energy games.We also show that the problemof deciding thewinner in energy
parity games is logspace-equivalent to the problem of deciding the winner in mean-payoff
parity games, which can thus be solved in NP ∩ coNP. As a consequence we also obtain a
conceptually simple algorithm to solve mean-payoff parity games.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
Two-player games on graphs are central in many applications of computer science. For example, in the synthesis
problem implementations are obtained from winning strategies in games with a qualitative objective such as ω-regular
specifications [20,19,1]. Games also provide a theoretical instrument to deal with logics and automata [7,16,13,15]. In
all these applications, the games have a qualitative (boolean) objective that determines which player wins. On the other
hand, games with quantitative objective which are natural models in economics (where players have to optimize a real-
valued payoff) have also been studied in the context of automated design and synthesis [22,11,25]. In the recent past,
there has been considerable interest in the design of reactive systems that work in resource-constrained environments
(such as embedded systems). The specifications for such reactive systems have both a quantitative component (specifying
the resource constraint such as limited power consumption) and a qualitative component (specifying the functional
requirement). The desired reactive system must respect both the qualitative and quantitative specifications. Only recently
objectives combining both qualitative and quantitative specifications have been considered [8,10,3].
In this paper, we consider two-player turn-based games played for infinitely many rounds on a weighted graph where a
priority is associated to each state and an integer weight (encoded in binary) is associated to each edge. In each round, the
player owning the current state chooses an outgoing edge to a successor state, thus the game results in an infinite play. The
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qualitative specification is a parity condition, a canonical way to express the ω-regular objectives [23]. A play satisfies the
parity condition if the least priority occurring infinitely often in the play is even. The quantitative specification is an energy
condition which requires that the sum of the weights along the play (that we interpret as the level of energy, or resource
usage) remains always positive. Energy parity games can be viewed as games played on one-counter automata with fairness
condition. The main algorithmic question about energy parity games is to decide if there exists an initial credit (or initial
energy level) such that one player has a strategy tomaintain the level of energy positivewhile satisfying the parity condition,
and if the answer is yes, to compute the minimum such initial credit and a winning strategy.
Energy parity games generalize both parity games and energy games. It is known thatmemoryless strategies are sufficient
to win parity games [12] and energy games [8,4], and therefore the problem of deciding the winner of a parity game, and
the problem of deciding the existence of an initial credit sufficient to win an energy game are both in NP ∩ coNP. It is a
long standing open question to know if these problems can be solved in polynomial time. In this paper, we present the
following results about energy parity games: (1) we study the complexity of winning strategies and we give bounds on the
amount of memory needed to win; (2) we establish the computational complexity of the problem of deciding the winner;
(3) we present an algorithmic solution to compute the minimum initial credit; and (4) we show polynomial equivalence
with mean-payoff parity games. The details of our contributions are as follows.
1. Strategy complexity. First, we show that finite-memory strategies are sufficient to win energy parity games, but
exponential memory may be required even in the special case of one-player games. We present an exponential memory
upper bound for the winning strategies. Our memory bound is n · d · W , where n is the size of the state space, d is the
number of priorities, and W is the maximum absolute value of the weights. This bound is exponential since W can be
encoded in logW bits, but polynomial in n and d. We show that the spoiling strategies of the opponent need no memory
at all (memoryless spoiling strategies exist).
2. Computational complexity. Second, we show that the decision problem for energy parity games lie in NP∩ coNP,matching
the bounds known for the simpler case of parity and energy games. The classical NP ∩ coNP result for parity and energy
games crucially relies on the existence ofmemorylesswinning strategies. In the case of energy parity games, the existence
of memoryless spoiling strategies gives the coNP upper bound. However, and in contrast with parity games and energy
games, winning strategies may require exponential memory in energy parity games. Therefore, more subtle arguments
are needed to obtain the NP upper bound: we show that the winning strategies (that require exponential memory)
can be characterized with certain special structures and decomposed into two memoryless strategies (roughly, one
to ensure the parity condition, and the other to maintain the energy level positive). This insight allows us to derive a
nondeterministic polynomial-time algorithm to solve energy parity games. Thus the problem of deciding the existence
of an initial credit which is sufficient to win an energy parity game is (perhaps surprisingly) in NP ∩ coNP. Finding a
deterministic polynomial algorithm for this problem is obviously open.
3. Algorithm. Third, we present an algorithm to solve energy parity games with complexity exponential in the number of
states n (as for parity games), and linear in the largest weight W (as for energy games). This algorithm relies on our
analysis of the structure of winning strategies, and reduces to iteratively solving reachability games and energy games.
4. Equivalence with mean-payoff parity games. Finally, we show that energy parity games are polynomially equivalent to
mean-payoff parity games [10], where the parity condition is combinedwith the quantitative requirement that the limit-
average (or mean-payoff) of the weights remains positive. Again, this result is surprising because in mean-payoff parity
games, optimal strategies (that realize the largest possible mean-payoff value while satisfying the parity condition) may
require infinite memory. Moreover, we get as a corollary of our results that the problem of deciding the winner in mean-
payoff parity games is also in NP∩ coNP. Our algorithm for energy parity games can be used to solve mean-payoff parity
games with essentially the same complexity as in [10], but with a conceptually simpler approach.
Related works. A recent work [5] revisits mean-payoff parity games as a model to study permissiveness and robustness in
parity games, and presents an algorithm for mean-payoff parity games similar to the algorithmwe present for energy parity
games. Energy parity games can be reduced to one-counter parity games [21], where the counter can be incremented and
decremented only by 1 (i.e., the weights are in {−1, 0, 1}). Since the weights in energy parity games are encoded succinctly
in binary, the reduction is exponential. It was shown that exponential memory is sufficient in one-counter parity games,
and that they can be solved in PSPACE and are DP-hard [21], showing that one-counter parity games are more general. The
exponential reduction and results on one-counter parity games would give an EXPSPACE upper bound for the problem, and
a double exponential (2n·d·W ) upper bound onmemory, whereas we show that the problem is in NP∩ coNP, and exponential
memory is sufficient.
2. Definitions
Game graphs. A game graph G = ⟨Q , E⟩ consists of a finite set Q of states partitioned into player-1 states Q1 and player-2
states Q2 (i.e., Q = Q1 ∪Q2), and a set E ⊆ Q ×Q of edges such that for all q ∈ Q , there exists (at least one) q′ ∈ Q such that
(q, q′) ∈ E. A player-1 game is a game graph where Q1 = Q and Q2 = ∅. The subgraph of G induced by S ⊆ Q is the graph
⟨S, E ∩ (S× S)⟩ (which is not a game graph in general); the subgraph induced by S is a game graph if for all s ∈ S there exist
s′ ∈ S such that (s, s′) ∈ E.
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Plays and strategies. A game on G starting from a state q0 ∈ Q is played in rounds as follows. If the game is in a player-1
state, then player 1 chooses the successor state from the set of outgoing edges; otherwise the game is in a player-2 state, and
player 2 chooses the successor state. The game results in a play from q0, i.e., an infinite path ρ = q0q1 . . . such that
(qi, qi+1) ∈ E for all i ≥ 0. The prefix of length n of ρ is denoted by ρ(n) = q0 . . . qn. We denote by Plays(G) the set of
all plays in G. The cycle decomposition of ρ is an infinite sequence of simple cycles C1, C2, . . . obtained as follows: push
successively q0, q1, . . . onto a stack, and whenever we push a state already in the stack, a simple cycle is formed that we
remove from the stack and append to the cycle decomposition. Note that the stack content is always a prefix of a path of
length at most |Q |.
A strategy for player 1 is a function σ : Q ∗Q1 → Q such that (q, σ (ρ · q)) ∈ E for all q ∈ Q1 and all ρ ∈ Q ∗. An outcome
of σ from q0 is a play q0q1 . . . such that σ(q0 . . . qi) = qi+1 for all i ≥ 0 such that qi ∈ Q1. Strategy and outcome for player 2
are defined analogously.
Finite-memory strategies. A strategy uses finite-memory if it can be encoded by a deterministic transducer ⟨M,m0, αu, αn⟩
where M is a finite set (the memory of the strategy), m0 ∈ M is the initial memory value, αu : M × Q → M is an update
function, and αn : M × Q1 → Q is a next-move function. The size of the strategy is the number |M| of memory values. If the
game is in a player-1 state q andm is the currentmemory value, then the strategy chooses q′ = αn(m, q) as the next state and
the memory is updated to αu(m, q). Formally, ⟨M,m0, αu, αn⟩ defines the strategy α such that α(ρ · q) = αn(αˆu(m0, ρ), q)
for all ρ ∈ Q ∗ and q ∈ Q1, where αˆu extends αu to sequences of states as expected. A strategy is memoryless if |M| = 1.
For a finite-memory strategy σ , let Gσ be the graph obtained as the product of G with the transducer defining σ , where
(⟨m, q⟩, ⟨m′, q′⟩) is a transition in Gσ ifm′ = αu(m, q) and either q ∈ Q1 and q′ = αn(m, q), or q ∈ Q2 and (q, q′) ∈ E. In Gσ ,
the expression reachable from q stands for reachable from ⟨q,m0⟩.
Objectives. An objective for G is a set φ ⊆ Qω . Let p : Q → N be a priority function and w : E → Z be a weight function1
where positive numbers represent rewards, and negative numbers represent costs.We denote byW the largest weight of an
edge (in absolute value) according tow. The energy level of a prefix γ = q0q1 . . . qn of a play is EL(w, γ ) =n−1i=0 w(qi, qi+1),
and themean-payoff value of a play ρ = q0q1 . . . isMP(w, ρ) = lim infn→∞ 1n · EL(w, ρ(n)). In the sequel, when the weight
function w is clear from context we will omit it and simply write EL(γ ) and MP(ρ). We denote by Inf(ρ) the set of states
that occur infinitely often in ρ. We consider the following objectives:
– Parity objectives. The parity objective ParityG(p) = {ρ ∈ Plays(G) | min{p(q) | q ∈ Inf(ρ)} is even} requires that the
minimum priority visited infinitely often be even. The special cases of Büchi and coBüchi objectives correspond to the
case with two priorities, p : Q → {0, 1} and p : Q → {1, 2} respectively.
– Energy objectives. Given an initial credit c0 ∈ N ∪ {∞}, the energy objective PosEnergyG(c0) = {ρ ∈ Plays(G) | ∀n ≥ 0 :
c0 + EL(ρ(n)) ≥ 0} requires that the energy level be always positive.
– Mean-payoff objectives.Given a threshold ν ∈ Q, themean-payoff objectiveMeanPayoffG(ν) = {ρ ∈ Plays(G) | MP(ρ) ≥
ν} requires that the mean-payoff value be at least ν.
– Combined objectives. The energy parity objective ParityG(p) ∩ PosEnergyG(c0) and the mean-payoff parity objective
ParityG(p) ∩MeanPayoffG(ν) combine the requirements of parity and energy (resp., mean-payoff) objectives.
When the game G is clear from the context, we omit the subscript in objective names. Note that parity objectives are
prefix-independent, i.e. for all plays ρ and ρ ′ such that ρ ′ = γ · ρ where γ is a finite prefix, we have ρ ∈ Parity(p) if and
only if ρ ′ ∈ Parity(p). In the sequel, we assume that mean-payoff objectives are defined with threshold ν = 0. This is not
restrictive because MP(w, ρ) ≥ ν if and only if MP(w − ν, ρ) ≥ 0, wherew − ν is the weight function that assigns weight
w(e)− ν to each edge e ∈ E.
Winning strategies. A player-1 strategy σ iswinning2 in a state q for an objective φ if ρ ∈ φ for all outcomes ρ of σ from q.
For energy and energy parity objectives with unspecified initial credit, we also say that a strategy is winning if it is winning
for some finite initial credit.
Finite and minimum initial credit problems.We are interested in the following decision problem. The finite initial credit
problem (initial credit problem for short) asks, given an energy parity game ⟨G, p, w⟩ and a state q, whether there exists a
finite initial credit c0 ∈ N and a winning strategy for player 1 from q with initial credit c0. The minimum initial credit in a
state q ∈ Q is the least value of initial credit for which there exists a winning strategy for player 1 in q. A strategy for player 1
is optimal in a state q if it is winning from qwith the minimum initial credit.
It is known that the initial credit problem for simple energy games can be solved in NP ∩ coNP because memoryless
strategies are sufficient to win such games [8,4]. For winning states of energy games, an initial credit of (|Q | − 1) · W
is always sufficient to win. For parity games, memoryless strategies are also sufficient to win and the associated decision
problem also lies in NP ∩ coNP [12]. Moreover, energy games and parity games are determined, which implies that from
states that are not winning for player 1, there exists a (memoryless) spoiling strategy for player 2 which is winning for the
complementary objective (note that the complement of a parity objective is again a parity objective). Moreover, for energy
games, the same spoiling strategy can be used against all initial credit values.
1 In some proofs, we take the freedom to use rational weights (i.e., w : E → Q), while we always assume that weights are integers encoded in binary
for complexity results.
2 We also say that player-1 is winning, or that q is a winning state.
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Fig. 1. A family of 1-player energy parity games where player 1 needs memory of size 2 · (n − 1) ·W and initial credit (n − 1) ·W . Edges are labeled by
weights, states by priorities.
3. Strategy complexity of energy parity games
In this section we show that in energy parity games with n states and d priorities, memory of size n ·d ·W is sufficient for
a winning strategy of player 1. This amount of memory is exponential (because weights are encoded in binary) andwe show
that exponential memory is already necessary in the special case of player-1 games with two priorities where memory of
size 2 ·(n−1) ·W+1may be necessary (and is always sufficient). For player 2, we show thatmemoryless winning strategies
exist. Moreover, if player 1 wins, then the minimum initial credit is always at most (n− 1) ·W .
Lemma 1. Let G be a player-1 energy parity game with n states. If player 1wins in G from a state q0, then player 1 has a winning
strategy from q0 with memory of size 2 · (n− 1) ·W + 1 and initial credit (n− 1) ·W.
Proof. Since G is a player-1 energy parity game, we have Q1 = Q and Q2 = ∅. Consider an outcome ρ of an optimal strategy
for player 1 in G. Note that the minimal priority of the states in Inf(ρ) is even, that Inf(ρ) is strongly connected, and that
there exists a suffix ρ ′ of ρ that only contains states in Inf(ρ). Let C1, C2, . . . be the cycle decomposition of ρ ′. We consider
two cases.
First, if EL(Ci) > 0 for some cycle Ci, then we construct a winning strategy for player 1 as follows. From the starting state,
reach a state of Ci and go through Ci once. This can be done with initial credit (n − 1) ·W . Now, pump the cycle to get the
energy level above 2 · (n− 1) ·W , and then reach a state of Inf(ρ)with minimal priority (this consumes at most (n− 1) ·W
units of energy) and go back to the cycle (which also consumes at most (n − 1) · W units of energy). Hence, at this point
the energy level is still positive, and we can iterate (i) pumping the positive cycle, (ii) reach the minimal even priority, and
(iii) go back to the cycle. This defines a winning strategy withmemory of size 2 · (n−1) ·W +1 and initial credit (n−1) ·W .
Second, if EL(Ci) ≤ 0 for all cycles Ci (i ≥ 1), then it is easy to see that there exists k ≥ 1 such that EL(Cj) = 0 for all j ≥ k.
Since the parity condition is satisfied in ρ, the minimal priority of the states in Inf(ρ) is visited by some cycle Cj (j ≥ k). We
construct a winning strategy for player 1 as follows. From the starting state, reach a state of Cj and go through Cj forever.
This can be done with initial credit (n− 1) ·W and it is clearly a winning strategy.
In both cases, player 1 wins with memory of size 2 · (n− 1) ·W + 1 and initial credit (n− 1) ·W . 
Example 1 (Memory Requirement). We present a family of player-1 games where memory of size 2 · (n− 1) ·W + 1 may
be necessary. The example is shown in Fig. 1, and it also shows that initial credit of (n− 1) ·W may be necessary. To satisfy
the parity condition, the play has to visit the initial state infinitely often, and to maintain the energy positive, the play has to
visit the state with the positive-weighted self-loop. Since the paths between these two state have weight−(n− 1) ·W , it is
easy to see that initial credit (n− 1) ·W is necessary, and the self-loop has to be takenM = 2 · (n− 1) ·W times requiring
memory of sizeM + 1. 
We state the next lemma because it is useful in several proofs, though its argument is fairly easy.
Lemma 2. Let G be an energy parity game, and for each winning state q let v(q) ∈ N be the minimum initial credit in q. For all
outcomes ρ of an optimal strategy σ in G from a winning state q0, if the initial credit is v(q0) + ∆ for ∆ ≥ 0, then the energy
level at all positions of ρ where a state q occurs is at least v(q)+∆.
Proof. It is easy to see that for all outcomes ρ of σ in G, the energy level at all positions of ρ where q occurs must be at least
v(q) (otherwise if a q-position has energy level below v(q), then player 2 can win from that position, and therefore wins
in the original game in contradiction with optimality of σ ). Hence, since strategies are functions of sequence of states only
(and not of their energy level), if we start with energy level v(q0)+∆, then the energy level at all positions of an outcome of
σ is greater by∆ than if we had started with energy level v(q0). In particular, for all positions where q occurs in an outcome
of σ , the energy level is at least v(q)+∆. 
We show that player 2 needs no memory at all in energy parity games. Note that energy objectives are not prefix-
independent objectives and the following lemma does not directly follow from the results of [17]. However our proof, which
is based on induction on edges, is an adaptation of the proof technique of [17,14]. This result is useful to show that energy
parity games are in coNP.
Lemma 3. For all energy parity games G, memoryless strategies are sufficient for player 2 (i.e., the minimum initial credit for
player 1 does not change if player 2 is restricted to play memoryless).
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that every player-2 state has two outgoing edges. The proof is by induction on
the number of player-2 states. If |Q2| = 0, then the result is trivial. Assume that the result holds for all energy parity games
with |Q2| < k and let G be an energy parity games with |Q2| = k.
Consider some player-2 state qˆ with outgoing edges el = (qˆ, ql) and er = (qˆ, qr). Let Gl and Gr be the game graphs
obtained from G by removing the edges er and el respectively. By the induction hypothesis, memoryless strategies are
sufficient for player 2 in Gl and Gr . For each q ∈ Q , let vl(q) and vr(q) be the minimal initial credit for player 1 from q in Gl
and Gr respectively, and let σl and σr be corresponding optimal strategies for player 1. Assume without loss of generality
that vl(qˆ) ≥ vr(qˆ).
First, we show that for all q ∈ Q the initial credit vl(q) in q is sufficient to win in Gr , i.e., vl(q) ≥ vr(q) (⋆). To obtain this,
we play in Gr from q as would play an optimal strategy in Gl and if we reach qˆ, then we play an optimal strategy starting
from qˆ in Gr . Consider an outcome ρ ∈ Qω of this strategy. Either ρ never visits qˆ and then the initial credit vl(q) is clearly
sufficient to win, or ρ eventually visits qˆ once and then the energy level is at least vl(qˆ) ≥ vr(qˆ) by Lemma 2 in Gl (since
we played as in Gl so far). Since from there on we play as in Gr , the energy level of ρ never drops below 0, and the parity
condition (in the whole play) is satisfied since it is satisfied in a suffix, and parity is a prefix-independent objective.
Second, we construct a strategy σlr for player 1 in G that wins with initial credit max{vl(q), vr(q)} from every q ∈ Q ,
establishing the result. Given a prefix τ ∈ Q ∗Q1, if qˆ does not occur in τ , then the strategy plays as in Gl, i.e., σlr(τ ) = σl(τ ).
If qˆ occurs in τ , then we decompose τ into segments as follows: a finite prefix before the first visit to qˆ, then a (possibly
empty) sequence of cycles over qˆ (these cycles are not necessarily simple, but they do not contain nested cycles over qˆ), and
then a (possibly empty) finite suffix after the last visit to qˆ. We label the cycles and the suffix with l if el was taken from qˆ,
and with r if er was taken. If the last segment in τ is labeled by d ∈ {l, r}, then the strategy for player 1 in G plays as the
optimal strategy in Gd applied to the finite play prefix τd obtained from τ by taking out the finite prefix and all segments not
labeled by d, i.e. σlr(τ ) = σd(τd).
Now for all q ∈ Q , we show that σlr is winning in G from qwith initial credit v(q) = max{vl(q), vr(q)}, i.e., we show that
v(q) = vl(q) (by (⋆)). Note that if vl(q) = ∞ (or vr(q) = ∞), then clearly v(q) = ∞ against player 2 playing as in Gl (or Gr ).
So, we assume that vl(q) and vr(q) are finite. Let ρ be an outcome of the strategy σlr . If ρ never visits qˆ, then σlr has played
as σl and the initial credit vl(q) is sufficient to win. If ρ visits qˆ, then we decompose ρ into segments as above (there may be
no ‘‘suffix’’ if qˆ is visited infinitely often) and we obtain ρd for d ∈ {l, r} by removing from ρ the prefix up to the first visit to
qˆ, and all segments not labeled by d. Note that the initial state is qˆ in both ρl and ρr . Since the initial credit in q is vl(q), we
know that the energy level in the first visit to qˆ in ρ is at least vl(qˆ) ≥ vr(qˆ) (since σlr played as σl in Gl so far). By definition
of σlr , we also know that ρl and ρr are outcomes of optimal strategies in Gl and Gr respectively. Therefore the energy level
in every position of ρl and ρr where state qˆ occurs is greater than the energy level in their initial position (using Lemma 2).
We say that the effect of ρl and ρr on the energy level in qˆ is nonnegative.
Therefore, if we consider the positions in ρ where qˆ occurs, if the position is in a d-labeled segment (d ∈ {l, r}), then the
energy level is at least the energy level in the corresponding position in ρd (because the effect on the energy level of the
d¯-labeled segments before that position is nonnegative - where d¯ = l if d = r and vice versa). Therefore, the energy level in
ρ never drops below 0. Moreover, among ρl and ρr , those that are infinite satisfy the parity condition, so that ρ also satisfies
the parity condition. Hence, ρ satisfies the energy parity condition. 
Finally, we give upper bounds on thememory and initial credit necessary for player 1 in energy parity games. The bounds
are established using strategies of a special form that alternate between good-for-energy strategies and attractor strategies,
defined as follows.
Good-for-energy strategy. A strategy σ for player 1 is good-for-energy in state q if for all outcomes ρ = q0q1 . . . of σ
such that q0 = q, for all cycles C in the cycle decomposition of ρ, either EL(C) > 0, or EL(C) = 0 and C is even (i.e.,
min{p(q) | q ∈ C} is even). A key result is to show the existence of good-for-energy strategies that arememoryless.
Lemma 4. LetWin be the set of winning states for player 1 in an energy parity game. Then, there exists a memoryless strategy for
player 1 which is good-for-energy in every state q ∈ Win.
Proof. First, the definition of good-for-energy strategy in a state q can be viewed as a winning strategy in a finite cycle-
forming game from qwhere the game stopswhen a cycle C is formed, and thewinner is determined by the sequence of states
in C (and is independent of cyclic permutations). By the results of [2], both players have memoryless optimal strategies in
this finite cycle-forming game.
Now, assume that player 1 wins an energy parity game from a state q. Towards contradiction, assume that player 1 has
no good-for-energy strategy from q. Then, player 2 would have a memoryless winning strategy in the finite cycle-forming
game. Fix this strategy in the original energy parity game and then all cycles have either negative weight, or their weight
is zero and the least priority is odd (by contradiction, if some cycle is either positive, or with zero weight and least priority
even, then the strategy of player 1 that reaches this cycle and loops through it would be winning in the cycle-forming
game, contradicting that the strategy of player 2 is winning in the cycle-forming game). It follows that player 1 looses the
energy parity game from q (no matter the value of the initial credit), a contradiction. Hence, player 1 has a memoryless
good-for-energy strategy σq from q. Finally, to obtain a single good-for-energy strategy σgfe, fix a (total) order on the states:
q1 < q2 < · · · < qn, and let R(qi) be the set of all states occurring in the outcomes of σqi . Then σgfe(qi) = σqj(qi) where
j = min{k | qi ∈ R(qk)}. 
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Attractor. The player-1 attractor of a given set S ⊆ Q is the set of states from which player 1 can force to reach a state in S.
It is defined as the limit Attr1(S) of the sequence A0 = S, Ai+1 = Ai ∪ {q ∈ Q1 | ∃(q, q′) ∈ E : q′ ∈ Ai} ∪ {q ∈ Q2 | ∀(q, q′) ∈
E : q′ ∈ Ai} for all i ≥ 0. The player-2 attractor Attr2(S) is defined symmetrically. It is well known that attractors can be
computed in polynomial time. Note that for i = 1, 2, the subgraph of G induced by Q \ Attri(S) is again a game graph (i.e.,
every state has an outgoing edge). And in energy parity games, the set Win1 of winning states of player 1 is closed under
Attr1(·), i.e.Win1 = Attri(Win1), because parity objectives are prefix-independent, and for the energy objective a finite initial
credit of at most |Q | ·W is sufficient to survive untilWin1 is reached (hence the existence of a finite initial credit in the states
of Attri(Win1) follows from the existence of a finite initial credit in every state of Win1). Analogously, the set Q \ Win1 of
losing states of player 1 is closed under Attr2(·). Hence the subgraph of G induced byWin1 is a well-defined game graph.
In the special case of energy coBüchi games, we show that player 1 does not need any memory.
Lemma 5. Memoryless strategies are sufficient for player 1 to win energy coBüchi games (i.e., the minimum initial credit for
player 1 does not change if player 1 is restricted to play memoryless).
Proof. Let ⟨G, p, w⟩ be an energy coBüchi game with G = ⟨Q , E⟩ (thus p : Q → {1, 2}). Let Win ⊆ Q be the set of states
from which player 1 wins in G. Note that the subgraph of G induced by Win is a game graph. The proof is by induction on
the size ofWin. For |Win| = 1, the result of the lemma is trivial: player 1 wins with memoryless strategy and initial credit
0. By induction hypothesis, assume that for |Win| < k, player 1 wins from every state inWinwith memoryless strategy and
initial credit (|Win| − 1) ·W . Now consider the case |Win| = k.
LetΩ1 ⊆ Q be the player-2 attractor of priority-1 states (i.e.,Ω1 is the set of states fromwhich player 2 can force to reach
a state with priority 1). Consider the subgraph G′ of G induced by Q ′ = Win\Ω1. We claim that player 1 has a (memoryless)
winning strategy in the energy game ⟨G′, w⟩ from some state q′. We show this by contradiction. Assume that player 2 has
a (memoryless) spoiling strategy π onWin \Ω1 in the energy game ⟨G′, w⟩, and consider the (memoryless) extension of π
to Ω1 that enforces to reach priority-1 states. Let ρ be an outcome of this strategy. Either ρ visits Ω1 (and also priority-1
states) infinitely often and thus violates the coBüchi condition, or ρ eventually stays in Win \ Ω1 and violates the energy
condition. This contradicts that player 1 wins in G fromWin. Hence, the set of winning states for player 1 in the energy game
⟨G′, w⟩ is nonempty, and player 1 is winning with a memoryless strategy (by properties of energy games). Note that since
all states in G′ have priority 2, this memoryless strategy is also winning for the energy coBüchi condition. Let Win′ be the
player-1 attractor of this winning set. Player 1 has a memoryless winning strategy σe from all states inWin′, and properties
of energy games show that an initial credit of (|Win′| − 1) ·W is sufficient.
Now, consider the subgraph G′′ of G induced by Q ′′ = Win \ Win′. It is easy to see that player 1 wins everywhere in
the energy coBüchi game ⟨G′′, p, w⟩. Therefore by induction hypothesis, initial credit (|Q ′′| − 1) · W is sufficient. Since
|Win′| + |Q ′′| = |Win|, player 1 can start in any state ofWinwith initial credit (|Win| − 1) ·W and while the game stays in
G′′, guarantee that the energy level is always at least (|Win′| − 1) ·W , so that whenever the game leaves Q ′′, player 1 has
enough credit to use the memoryless winning strategy σe onWin′. 
Lemma 6. For all energy parity games Gwith n states and d priorities, if player 1wins from a state q0, then player 1 has a winning
strategy from q0 with memory of size n · d ·W and initial credit (n− 1) ·W.
Proof. We prove by induction a slightly stronger statement, namely that player 1 has a winning strategy with memory of
size n · d ·W , where n = |Q |, and such that all its outcomes with initial credit x ≥ (n− 1) ·W have an energy level always
at least x− (n− 1) ·W (and this strategy is winning from every state where player 1 wins in G, thus including q0).
For the case of d = 1 priority, either the priority is odd and all states are losing for player 1 (hence, the result holds
trivially), or the priority is even and the energy parity game reduces to an energy game which can be won by player 1 with
a memoryless strategy and initial credit (n − 1) · W from every winning state [8,4,6]. By Lemma 2, if the initial credit is
x ≥ (n− 1) ·W , then the same strategy ensures that the energy level is always at least x− (n− 1) ·W .
By induction, assume that the statement holds for all energy parity games G with d − 1 priorities. Consider a winning
state q0 in an energy parity game G with d priorities. By Lemma 4, player 1 has a memoryless strategy σgfe which is good-
for-energy from every state in the subgame induced byWin. We consider two cases.
A. If the least priority in G is even (say it is 0), letWin be the set of winning states for player 1 in G (thus q0 ∈ Win), and let
Ω0 be the player-1 attractor of priority-0 states in the subgraph of G induced by Win. We construct a winning strategy as
follows (for clarity, we call the initial credit x though the strategy definition is independent of the value of x):
(1) play σgfe until the energy level has increased by at least∆ = (n − 1) ·W (i.e., the energy level has reached x + ∆) and
proceed to (2)with energy level x′ ≥ x+∆, or play σgfe forever if the energy level never exceeds x+∆; note that σgfe is
defined in the subgame induced byWin and therefore ensures that the play does not leave the setWin.
(2) (a) if the current state of the game is not inΩ0, then play a winning strategy in the subgame induced byWin\Ω0 (which
has at most d−1 priorities) and such that the energy level never drops below x′− (n− k−1) ·W where k = |Ω0| (such
a strategy exists by the induction hypothesis); (b) whenever the game reaches Ω0, then play a memoryless strategy
to reach a priority-0 state (this may decrease the energy level by k · W ), and proceed to (1) with energy level at least
x′ − (n− k− 1) ·W − k ·W = x′ − (n− 1) ·W ≥ x;
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We show that this strategy is winning in G from every state in Win. First, we show that the energy level never drops
below x − (n − 1) · W ≥ 0 if the initial credit is x ≥ (n − 1) · W (and thus in particular never drops below 0). In phase
(1), the energy level is always at least x − (n − 1) · W ≥ 0 since σgfe is memoryless and good-for-energy. If the strategy
switches to phase (2), then we have already seen that the energy never drops below x′ − (n − 1) · W ≥ x. Therefore,
whenever the strategy switches back to phase (1), the energy level has not decreased (i.e., it is at least x), and the argument
can be repeated. Second, we show that the parity condition is satisfied. We consider three possible cases: (i) if phases (1)
and (2) are played infinitely often, then priority 0 is visited infinitely often and the parity condition is satisfied; (ii) if phase
(1) is played finitely often, then eventually phase (2) is played forever, which means that we play a winning strategy in
the subgame induced by Win \ Ω0. Therefore, by induction hypothesis the parity condition is satisfied in the game (since
the parity objective is independent of finite prefixes); (iii) if phase (2) is played finitely often, then eventually phase (1) is
played forever, which implies that eventually all visited cycles have weight 0, which entails that their least priority is even
(by definition of good-for-energy strategies), hence the least priority visited infinitely often is even.
Now, we analyze the amount of memory needed by this strategy. In this analysis, we denote by M(d, n) the size of the
memory needed by our winning strategy in game G. In phase (1), we need to remember the energy level variation, which
is between −(n − 1) · W and (n − 1) · W , thus can be done with memory of size at most (2n − 1) · W . In phase (2), the
subgame strategy has memory size bounded byM(d− 1, n− k), and the attractor strategy is memoryless. Hence, the size
of the memory needed is at mostM(d, n) ≤ (2n− 1) ·W + 1+M(d− 1, n− k).
B. If the least priority in G is odd (say it is 1), let Win be the set of winning states for player 1 in G (thus q0 ∈ Win), and
let Ω1 be the player-2 attractor of priority-1 states in the subgraph of G induced by Win. By an argument similar to the
proof of Lemma 5, the setWin′ of states in the subgame induced byWin \Ω1 that are winning (for energy parity objective)
is nonempty, and player 1 is winning in the subgame induced by Win \ Attr1(Win′). We construct a winning strategy on
Attr1(Win′) as follows (for clarity, we call the initial credit x though the strategy definition is independent of the value of x):
(1) play a memoryless strategy to reach Win′ (let ∆1 be the maximal energy cost), and proceed to (2) with energy level
x′ ≥ x−∆1;
(2) inWin′, play a winning strategy in the subgame induced byWin′ (which has at most d− 1 priorities) and such that the
energy level never drops below x′ − ∆2, where∆2 = |Win′| ·W (such a strategy exists by induction hypothesis); note
that∆1 +∆2 ≤ |Attr1(Win′)| ·W .
We apply the same construction recursively to the subgame induced byWin \ Attr1(Win′) as long as there is a state with
priority 1, and call the corresponding energy drops∆3,∆4, etc.
We show that this strategy iswinning inG fromevery state inWin. First, the sum∆1+∆2+· · · of energy drops is bounded
by |Win| ·W and thus initial credit of (n−1) ·W is enough. Second, the parity condition is satisfied since we eventually play
a winning strategy in a subgame where priorities are greater than 1, and without visiting priority 1. The amount of memory
needed is the sum of the memory sizes of the strategies in the setsWin′ (of size k1, k2, etc.), and of the memoryless attractor
strategy (of size 1), hence at mostM(d, n) ≤ M(d− 1, k1)+ · · · +M(d− 1, km)+ 1 where k1 + · · · + km < n.
Combining the recurrence relations obtained in A and B forM(d, n), we verify thatM(d, n) ≤ 2 ·n ·W +n · (d−2) ·W ≤
n · d ·W when d is even, andM(d, n) ≤ n · (d− 1) ·W when d is odd. 
The following theorem summarizes the upper bounds onmemory requirement in energy parity games. Note that player 1
may need exponential memory as illustrated in Example 1.
Theorem 1 (Strategy Complexity). For all energy parity games, the following assertions hold: (1) winning strategies with
memory of size n ·d ·W exist for player 1; (2)memoryless winning strategies exist for player 2; (3)memoryless winning strategies
exist for player 1 in energy coBüchi games.
4. Computational complexity of energy parity games
We show that the initial credit problem for energy parity games is in NP ∩ coNP. The coNP upper bound follows from
Lemma 7 showing that in player-1 games, the initial credit problem for energy parity objectives can be solved in polynomial
time, and from the fact that memoryless strategies are sufficient for player 2 (Lemma 3). The NP upper bound may be
surprising since exponential memory may be necessary for player 1 to win. However, we show that winning strategies
with a special structure (that alternate between good-for-energy strategies and attractor strategies) can be constructed and
this entails the NP upper bound. The details are presented after Lemma 7.
Lemma 7. The problem of deciding, given a player-1 energy parity game G and an initial state q, if there exists a finite initial
credit such that player 1 wins in G from q can be solved in polynomial time.
Proof. By the analysis in the proof of Lemma 1, a polynomial-time algorithm for the initial credit problem in a player-1
energy parity game G is as follows: for each even priority 2i, consider the decomposition in maximal strongly connected
components (scc) of the restriction of G to the states with priority at least 2i. The algorithm checks for every scc S whether
(a) S contains a state with priority 2i and a (strictly) positive cycle (using a shortest-path algorithm), or (b) S contains a cycle
of energy level 0 through a state with priority 2i (again using a shortest-path algorithm). The algorithm returns Yes if for
some priority 2i and some scc S, condition (a) or (b) is satisfied. The correctness of this algorithm follows from the analysis in
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the proof of Lemma1, in particular if (a) holds, then a finite initial credit is sufficient to reach the positive cycle, and repeating
this cycles gives enough energy to visit priority 2i in the scc and get back to the cycle, and if (b) holds, then reaching the
energy-0 cycle requires finite initial credit, and looping through it forever is winning. Since there are at most |Q | priorities,
and at most |Q | scc’s, and since algorithms for scc decomposition and shortest-path problem run in polynomial time, the
desired result follows. 
Lemma 8. Let G be an energy parity game. The problem of deciding, given a state q0 and a memoryless strategy σ , whether σ is
good-for-energy in q0, can be solved in polynomial time.
Proof. Consider the restrictionG of the graph Gσ to the states reachable from q0 under strategy σ . First, for each state q in
this graph, an algorithm for the shortest path problem can be used to check in polynomial time that every cycle through
q has a nonnegative sum of weights. Second, for each state q with odd priority p(q), the same algorithm checks that every
cycle through q in the restriction ofG to the states with priority at least p(q) has a (strictly) positive sum of weights. 
We first establish the NPmembership of the initial credit problem for the case of energy parity gameswith two priorities.
For energy coBüchi games, the result follows from Lemma 5, and for energy Büchi games, the proof gives a good flavor of
the argument in the general case.
Lemma 9. The problem of deciding, given a state q in an energy Büchi (resp. coBüchi) game G, if there exists a finite initial credit
such that player 1 wins in G from q is in NP.
Proof. By Lemma 5, an NP-algorithm for energy coBüchi games ⟨G, p, w⟩ guesses a memoryless strategy σ and checks in
polynomial time that σ is winning for both the energy game ⟨G, w⟩ and the coBüchi game ⟨G, p⟩. This ensures that all cycles
in Gσ are positive (for energy) and visit only priority-2 states, and thus σ is winning in the energy coBüchi game.
For energy Büchi games, letWin be the set of winning states for player 1 in ⟨G, p, w⟩, and let GWin be the subgraph of G
induced by Win. Clearly there exists a memoryless strategy σb in GWin that enforces a visit to a priority-0 state from every
state inWin, and there exists a memoryless good-for-energy strategy σgfe in GWin (by Lemma 4, since GWin is a well-defined
subgame). Note that playing σgfe ensures the play remains within the winning setWin. We show that the converse holds: if
such strategies σb and σgfe exist, then player 1 wins in the energy Büchi game ⟨G, p, w⟩. Let n = |Q | be the number of states.
To prove this, we give an informal description of a winning strategy for player 1 (with initial credit (n− 1) ·W ) as follows:
(1) play strategy σgfe as long as the energy level is below 2 · (n−1) ·W ; (2) if the energy level gets higher than 2 · (n−1) ·W ,
then play σb until a priority-0 state is visited (thus σb is played during at most n − 1 steps), and proceed to step (1) with
energy level at least (n− 1) ·W .
Let ρ be an outcome of this strategy with initial credit (n− 1) ·W . First, we show that the energy level is nonnegative in
every position of ρ. By definition of good-for-energy strategies, in every cycle of Gσgfe the sum of the weights is nonnegative.
Therefore in the prefixes of ρ corresponding to part (1) of the strategy, the energy level is always nonnegative. Whenever,
part (2) of the strategy is played, the energy level is at least 2 · (n− 1) ·W and thus after (at most) n− 1 steps of playing σb,
the energy level is still at least (n − 1) ·W , and the argument can be repeated. Second, we show that priority-0 states are
visited infinitely often in ρ. This is obvious if part (2) of the strategy is played infinitely often; otherwise, from some point
in ρ, part (1) of the strategy is played forever which implies that in the cycle decomposition of ρ, ultimately all cycles have
sum of weights equal to zero. By definition of good-for-energy strategies, every such cycle is even, i.e., visits a priority-0
state.
Therefore, an NP-algorithm for energy Büchi games guesses the setWin ⊆ Q and the memoryless strategies σb and σgfe
onWin, and checks in polynomial time using standard graph algorithms that σb enforces a visit to a priority-0 state inWin,
that σgfe is good-for-energy (see Lemma 8), and that q ∈ Win. 
Lemma 10. The problem of deciding, given a state q in an energy parity game G, if there exists a finite initial credit such that
player 1 wins in G from q is in NP.
Proof. We prove that there exists an NP algorithm that guesses the set of winning states in G, which entails the lemma. The
result holds for energy parity games with two priorities by Lemma 9. Assume by induction that the result holds for games
with less than d priorities, and let G be an energy parity game with d priorities and n states.
First, if the least priority in G is even (assume w.l.o.g. that the least priority is 0), an NP algorithm guesses (i) the setWin
of winning states in G, and (ii) a memoryless good-for-energy strategy σgfe in the subgame GWin induced byWin, which must
exist by Lemma 4 (this can be done in polynomial time by Lemma 8). LetΩ0 be the player-1 attractor of priority-0 states in
the subgraph of G induced byWin. By induction, we can check in NP that player 1 is winning in the subgraph of G induced by
Win\Ω0 (because this game has less than d priorities). This is sufficient to establish that player 1wins in Gwith initial credit
n ·W , using the following strategy: (1) play strategy σgfe as long as the energy level is below 2 · n ·W ; (2) while the game is
inWin \Ω0, we know that player 1 can play a winning strategy that needs initial credit at most (n− k) ·W where k = |Ω0|
and such that the energy level drops by at most (n−k−1) ·W (see also the proof of Lemma 6), and therefore (3) if the game
leavesWin\Ω0, then the energy level is at least 2n−(n−k−1) ·W = (n+k+1) ·W which is enough for player 1 to survive
while enforcing a visit to a priority-0 state (within at most |Ω0| = k steps) and to proceed to step (1) with energy level at
least n ·W . Arguments similar to the proof of Lemma 9 shows that this strategy is winning, with initial credit n ·W . The time
complexity of the verification algorithm is T (n,m, d,W ) = p(n,m, logW )+ T (n− 1,m, d− 1,W ), where n,m, d, andW
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denote the number of states, the number of edges, the number of priorities, and the maximal absolute weight, and p(·) is a
polynomial function for the time complexity of guessingWin and σgfe, checking that σgfe is good-for-energy, and computing
the player-1 attractor of priority-0 statesΩ0.
Second, if the least priority in G is odd (assume w.l.o.g. that the least priority is 1), consider the setWin of winning states
in G, and Ω1 the player-2 attractor of priority-1 states in the subgame of G induced by Win. By an argument similar to the
proof of Lemma 5, the setWin′ of states in the subgame induced byWin \Ω1 that are winning (for energy parity objective)
is nonempty, and player 1 is winning in the subgame induced by Win \ Attr1(Win′). An NP algorithm guesses the sets Win
andWin′, and checks that player 1 is winning inWin′ (which can be done in NP, sinceWin \ Ω1 has less than d priorities),
and that player 1 is winning inWin\Attr1(Win′)which can be done in NP. The time recurrence for the verification algorithm
is similar as in the previous case, and we obtain that O(n · d · p(n,m, logW )) is a solution to the recurrence. Hence the
verification algorithm is polynomial and the desired result follows. 
Theorem 2 (Computational Complexity). The problem of deciding the existence of a finite initial credit for energy parity games
is in NP ∩ coNP.
Proof. By Lemma 10, the problem is in NP, and since memoryless strategies are sufficient for player 2 (by Lemma 3), a
coNP algorithm can guess a memoryless spoiling strategy and check in polynomial time that player 1 is not winning in the
resulting player-1 game (by Lemma 7). 
5. Algorithm for energy parity games
We present a deterministic algorithm to decide the winner in energy parity games with complexity exponential in the
number of states (as for parity games), and only linear in the largest weight (as for energy games). Our algorithm is based
on a procedure to construct memoryless good-for-energy strategies. To obtain a good-for-energy strategy, we modify the
weights in the game so that every simple cycle with (original) sum of weight 0 gets a strictly positive weight if it is even,
and a strictly negative weight if it is odd.Winning strategies in the energy gamewithmodified weights correspond to good-
for-energy strategies in the original game.
Lemma 11. The problem of deciding the existence of a memoryless good-for-energy strategy in energy parity games can be solved
in time O(|E| · |Q |d+1 ·W ).
Proof of Lemma 11. Given an energy parity game ⟨G, p, w⟩, we construct a weight function w′ such that player 1 has a
memoryless good-for-energy strategy in ⟨G, p, w⟩ if and only if player 1 wins in the energy game ⟨G, w′⟩. The maximal
weight according to w′ becomesW ′ = W · |Q |d, and the complexity result then follows from the algorithm of [9,6] which
solves energy games in O(|E| · |Q | ·W ′).
Let 0, . . . , d−1 be the priorities in the energy parity game, and denote by EL′ the energy level function defined according
tow′. The functionw′ is defined byw′(q, q′) = w(q, q′)+∆(q)where
∆(q) = (−1)k · 1
(n+ 1)k+1
for all q, q′ ∈ Q with k = p(q) and n = |Q |. Note that |∆(q)| < 1
nk+1 for all q ∈ Q with k = p(q), and in particular |∆(q)| < 1n
for all q ∈ Q . Therefore, n · |∆(q)| < 1 and thus if EL(C) < 0 (i.e., EL(C) ≤ −1) for a simple cycle C in G, then EL′(C) < 0,
and if EL(C) > 0, then EL′(C) > 0. Moreover, if the least priority of a state in C is k, then
EL′(C)− EL(C) > 1
(n+ 1)k+1 − (n− 1) ·
1
(n+ 1)k+2 > 0 if k is even, and
EL′(C)− EL(C) < −1
(n+ 1)k+1 + (n− 1) ·
1
(n+ 1)k+2 < 0 if k is odd.
So, for simple cycles C with EL(C) = 0, if the least priority in C is even, then EL′(C) > 0, while if the least priority in C is odd,
then EL′(C) < 0. Therefore, a (memoryless) winning strategy in the energy game ⟨G, w′⟩ can be used as a good-for-energy
strategy that avoids odd cycles with sum of weights equal to zero. Clearly, the converse also holds, namely if a memoryless
strategy is good-for-energy in the energy parity game, then it is winning in the energy game. Note that by multiplying the
weights inw′ by (n+ 1)d, we get integer weights and the complexity result follows. 
We present a recursive fixpoint algorithm for solving energy parity games, using the result of Lemma 11. Our algorithm
is a generalization of the classical algorithm of McNaughton [18] and Zielonka [24] for solving parity games. The formal
description of the algorithm is shown as Algorithm 1.
Informal description and correctness of Algorithm 1.We assume without loss of generality that the least priority in the
input game graph is either 0 or 1; if not, then we can reduce the priority in every state by 2. The algorithm considers two
cases: (a) when the minimum priority is 0, and (b) when the minimum priority is 1. The details of the two cases are as
follows:
(a) If the least priority in the game is 0, thenwe compute thewinning states of player 1 as the limit of a decreasing sequence
A0, A1, . . . of sets. Each iteration removes from Ai some states that are winning for player 2. The set A′i ⊆ Ai contains
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Algorithm 1: SolveEnergyParityGame
Input : An energy parity game ⟨G, p, w⟩with state space Q .
Output: The set of winning states in ⟨G, p, w⟩ for player 1.
begin
1 if Q = ∅ then return ∅
2 Let k∗ be the minimal priority in G. Assume w.l.o.g. that k∗ ∈ {0, 1}
3 Let G0 be the game G
4 i ← 0
5 if k∗ = 0 then
6 A0 ← Q /* over-approximation of player-1 winning states */
7 repeat
8 A′i ← SolveEnergyGame(Gi, w′) (wherew′ is defined in Lemma 11)
9 Xi ← Attr1(A′i ∩ p−1(0))
10 Let G′i be the subgraph of Gi induced by A
′
i \ Xi
11 Zi ← (A′i \ Xi) \ SolveEnergyParityGame(G′i, p, w)
12 Ai+1 ← A′i \ Attr2(Zi)
13 Let Gi+1 be the subgraph of Gi induced by Ai+1
14 i ← i+ 1
until Ai = Ai−1
15 return Ai
16 if k∗ = 1 then
17 B0 ← Q /* over-approximation of player-2 winning states */
18 repeat
19 Yi ← Attr2(Bi ∩ p−1(1))
20 Let Gi+1 be the subgraph of Gi induced by Bi \ Yi
21 Bi+1 ← Bi \ Attr1(SolveEnergyParityGame(Gi+1, p, w))
22 i ← i+ 1
until Bi = Bi−1
23 return Q \ Bi
end
the states having a good-for-energy strategy (line 8) which is a necessary condition to win, according to Lemma 4. We
decompose A′i into Xi and A
′
i \ Xi, where Xi is the set of states from which player 1 can force a visit to priority-0 states,
and A′i \ Xi has fewer priorities than A′i . The winning states Zi in A′i \ Xi for player 2 are also winning in the original game
(as in A′i \ Xi player 1 has no edge going out of A′i \ Xi). Therefore we remove Zi and player-2 attractor to Zi in Ai+1. The
correctness argument for this case is similar to the proof of Lemma 10, namely that when Ai = A′i = Ai−1, player 1 wins
by playing a winning strategy in A′i \ Xi (which exists by an inductive argument on the number of recursive calls of the
algorithm), and whenever the game enters Xi, then player 1 can survive while forcing a visit to a priority-0 state, and
then uses a good-for-energy strategy to recover enough energy to proceed.
(b) The second part of the algorithm (when the least priority in the game is 1) computes a decreasing sequence B0, B1, . . .
of sets containing thewinning states of player 2. The correctness is proven in a symmetric way using the same argument
as in the second part of the proof of Lemma 10.
We obtain the following result, where d is the number of priorities in the game, andW is the largest weight.
Theorem 3 (Algorithmic Complexity). The finite initial credit problem for energy parity games (i.e., deciding the existence of a
finite initial credit) can be solved in time O(|E| · d · |Q |d+2 ·W ).
Proof. This problem is solved by Algorithm 1. The key correctness argument is given above. The complexity result assumes
that good-for-energy strategies can be computed in time GFE(d) = O(|E| · |Q |d+1 ·W ) (see Lemma 11).
Let T (d) be the complexity of Algorithm1, parameterized by the number of priorities in the game. Note that the attractors
(lines 9, 12, 19, 21) can be computed in O(|E|)which is subsumed by GFE(d). Since every recursive call removes at least one
state from Ai (or from Bi), there are at most |Q | recursive calls, and since the number of priorities decreases in a recursive
call, we get
T (d) ≤ |Q | · (GFE(d)+ T (d− 1))
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Table 1
Strategy, computational and algorithmic complexity of energy parity games.
Objective Player 1 Player 2 Computational Algorithmic
strategy strategy complexity complexity
Energy coBüchi Memoryless Memoryless NP ∩ coNP O(|E| · |Q |2 ·W )
Energy Büchi Optimal memory: Memoryless NP ∩ coNP O(|E| · |Q |4 ·W )
2 · (|Q | − 1) ·W + 1
Energy parity Memory at most: Memoryless NP ∩ coNP O(|E| · d · |Q |d+2 ·W )
|Q | · d ·W
and since |Q | ·GFE(d) = GFE(d+ 1), we get T (d) ≤ GFE(d+ 1)+ |Q | · (T (d− 1)). Since d = 0 corresponds to a game with
empty state space, we have T (0) = O(1) and it is easy to see that T (d) ≤ d · GFE(d+ 1)+ |Q |d. The result follows. 
Energy Büchi and coBüchi games. In the special case of energy Büchi objectives, since d is constant (d = 2), the analysis in
the proof of Theorem 3 gives time complexity O(|E| · |Q |4 ·W ). In the case of energy coBüchi objectives, the smallest priority
is 1 and there is only one other priority. In this case, line 21 of Algorithm 1 requires to solve an energy parity game with one
priority which can be solved as simple energy games in O(|E| · |Q | ·W ). Thus in the special case of energy coBüchi objectives
Algorithm 1 has O(|E| · |Q |2 ·W ) running time.
Computing the minimum initial credit and a winning strategy. Note that if the procedure SolveEnergyGame used in
Algorithm 1 also computes the minimum initial credit v(q) in each winning state q of the energy game ⟨Gi, w′⟩ along with
a winning strategy (and it is the case of the algorithm in [9,6]), then we can also obtain the minimum initial credit in the
energy parity game ⟨G, p, w⟩ by rounding v(q) to an integer, either up or down. Therefore, computing the minimum initial
credit in energy parity games can be done in time O(|E| · d · |Q |d+2 ·W ). Analogously, a winning strategy can be constructed
from the good-for-energy winning strategies computed by the procedure SolveEnergyGame (line 8), and from the attractor
strategies. The construction of a winning strategy follows the lines of the proof of Lemma 10.
Our results about the memory requirement of strategies, and the computational and algorithmic complexity of energy
parity games are summarized in Table 1.
6. Relationship with mean-payoff parity games
We show that there is a tight relationship between energy parity games andmean-payoff parity games. The work in [10]
shows that optimal3 strategies in mean-payoff parity games may require infinite memory, though they can be decomposed
into severalmemoryless strategies.We show that energy parity games are logspace equivalent tomean-payoff parity games,
leading to NP ∩ coNP membership of the problem of deciding the winner in mean-payoff parity games, and leading to an
algorithm for solving such games which is conceptually much simpler than the algorithm of [10], with essentially the same
complexity (linear in the largest weight, and exponential in the number of states only).
Theorem 4. Let ⟨G, p, w⟩ be a game, and let ϵ = 1|Q |+1 . Player 1 has awinning strategy in themean-payoff parity game ⟨G, p, w⟩
if and only if player 1 has a winning strategy in the energy parity game ⟨G, p, w + ϵ⟩.
Proof. We present the two directions of the proof.
1. Assume that player 1 wins from a state q0 in the mean-payoff parity game ⟨G, p, w⟩. Then, for all ε > 0 there exists a
finite-memory winning strategy σ in G with threshold −ε from q0 [10]. Consider a finite-memory winning strategy σ
for ϵ = 1|Q |+1 . We show that σ is winning in the energy parity game ⟨G, p, w + ϵ⟩ from q0.
Consider the graph Gσ . By definition of σ , the average of the weights (according to w) in all cycles of Gσ reachable
from q0 is at least −ϵ, and the least priority in every such cycle is even. Therefore, in every outcome of σ from q0, the
parity condition is satisfied, and the sum ofweights (according tow+ϵ) is nonnegative, hence σ is winning in the energy
parity game ⟨G, p, w + ϵ⟩ from q0, with initial credit |Gσ | ·W , where |Gσ | denotes the number of states in Gσ .
2. Assume that player 1 wins from a state q0 in the energy parity game ⟨G, p, w + ϵ⟩. Then, there exists a finite-memory
strategy σ in G from q0 that ensures in Gσ that all cycles reachable from q0 have least priority even, and nonnegative sum
of weights (according to w + ϵ), i.e., the average of the weights (according to w) is at least −ϵ. Therefore, the value of
strategy σ in the mean-payoff parity game ⟨G, p, w⟩ from q0 is at least−ϵ.
Now, the results of [10] show that the optimal value that player 1 can ensure in amean-payoff parity game is a rational
number of the form ed such that 1 ≤ d ≤ |Q | and |e| ≤ d ·W . It follows that if the value for mean-payoff parity games
is greater than 1|Q | , then the value is at least 0. Since ϵ <
1
|Q | , it follows that there must exist a strategy for player 1 in⟨G, p, w⟩ from q0 with value at least 0, hence player 1 is winning in the mean-payoff parity game ⟨G, p, w⟩ from q0.
The result follows. 
3 A strategy is optimal if it is winning for ParityG(p) ∩ MeanPayoffG(ν) with the largest possible threshold ν. It is known that the largest threshold is
rational [10].
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For mean-payoff objectives defined by a rational threshold ν = ab with a, b ∈ Z, the equivalence in Theorem 4 holds for
ϵ = 1b·(|Q |+1) , i.e. player 1 has a winning strategy in the game ⟨G, p, w⟩ with objective ParityG(p) ∩ MeanPayoffG(ν) if and
only if there exists an initial credit c0 ∈ N such that player 1 has a winning strategy in the game ⟨G, p, w+ ϵ⟩with objective
ParityG(p) ∩ PosEnergyG(c0).
Corollary 1. Given a mean-payoff parity game, whether player 1 has a winning strategy from a state q0 can be decided in
NP ∩ coNP.
Corollary 2. The problem of deciding thewinner inmean-payoff parity games can be solved in timeO(|E|·d·|Q |d+2·W ·(|Q |+1)).
A direct algorithm to solve mean-payoff parity games (instead of reduction to energy-parity games by changing the
weight function) which is similar to our energy-parity games algorithm solves mean-payoff parity games in time O(|E| ·
|Q |d+2 ·W ) [5].
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